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Fiction

His Mistress by Christmas. Victoria Alexander
The Darlings. Cristina Alger
God Bless America. Steve Almond
No One is Here Except All of Us. Ramona Ausubel
Wild Thing. Josh Bazell
The Shadow Patrol. Alex Berenson
Hot Water. Erin Brockovich
Little Girl Gone. Drusilla Campbell
Stay Awake. Dan Chaon
Sonoma Rose. Jennifer Chiaverini
Vacation. Matthew J. Costello
The Last Storyteller. Frank Delaney
The White Devil. Justin Evans
Kill Shot. Vince Flynn
Friends Like Us. Lauren Fox
Until the Next Time. Kevin Fox
The Lost Saints of Tennessee. Amy Franklin-Willis
Black Site. Dalton Fury
A Good American. Alex George
Midnight in Austenland. Shannon Hale
Home Front. Kristin Hannah
Breaking Point. Dana Haynes
Coming Up for Air. Patti Callahan Henry
A Place of Secrets. Rachel Hore
Contents May have Shifted. Pam Houston
The Snow Child. Eowyn Ivey
The Bungalow. Sarah Jio
The Rose Garden. Susanna Kearsley
The Dark Rose. Erin Kelly
The Lost Goddess. Tom Knox
The Waiting Game. Jayne Ann Krentz
Tangled Reins. Stephanie Laurens
Drifting House. Krys Lee
Robert Ludlum's The Janson Command. P. Garrison
The Flame Alphabet. Ben Marcus
Little Gale Gumbo. Erika Marks
History of a Pleasure Seeker. Richard Mason
Spiral. Paul McEuen
Damascus. Joshua Mohr
Heft. Liz Moore
Lamb. Bonnie Nadzam
Velva Jean Learns to Fly. Jennifer Niven
The Healing. Jonathan Odell
Private Games. James Patterson
The Sea Captain's Wife. Beth Powning
One Moment, One Morning. Sarah Rayner
The Orchid House. Lucinda Riley
Cell 8. Anders Roslund
The House I Loved. Tatiana de Rosnay
The Mirage. Matt Ruff
The Unreal Life of Serge Nanokov. Paul Russell
The Little Russian. Dominic Smith
Bright & Distant Shores. Lauraine Snelling
No Distance too Far. Lauraine Snelling
A Heart for Home. Edward St. Aubyn
At Last. Thomas Steinbeck
The Silver Lotus. Tess Stimson
Who Loves You Best. Katie Ward
Girl Reading. Larry Watson
American Boy. Lauren Willig
The Garden Intrigue. Hilma Wolitzer
An Available Man. Jacqueline Yallop
Obedience.

Mystery

A Crimson Warning. Tasha Alexander
Scones & Bones. Laura Childs
The Cat Sitter's Pajamas. Blaize Clement
No Mark Upon Her. Deborah Crombie
Murder in Lascaux. Betsy Draine
A Burial at Sea. Charles Finch
Danger in the Wind. Jane Finnis
The Bone House. Brian Freeman
Catch Me. Lisa Gardner
Available Dark. Elizabeth Hand
The Lost Women of Lost Lake. Ellen Hart
Hanging Hill. Mo Hayder
Dead Man's Grip. Peter James
Third Grave Dead Ahead. Darynda Jones
A Perilous Conception. Larry Karp
Defending Jacob. William Landay
Dead Low Tide. Bret Lott
Headhunters. Jo Nesbo
Cold Cruel Winter. Chris Nickson
The Chalk Girl. Carol O'Connell
Mozart's Last Aria. Matt Rees
Celebrity in Death. J.D. Robb
The Rhetoric of Death. Judith Rock
The Eloquence of Blood. Judith Rock
Restless in the Grave. Dana Stabenow
Black Thunder. Aimee Thurlo
An Uncertain Place. Fred Vargas

Science Fiction
Well-Tempered Clavicle. Piers Anthony
Pure. Julianna Baggott
Stone Spring. Stephen Baxter
Shadows in Flight. Orson Scott Card
Ashes of a Black Frost. Chris Evans
Death and Resurrection. R.A. MacAvoy
The Immorality Engine. George Mann
Firebird. Jack McDevitt
The Cold Commands. Richard K. Morgan
Darth Plagueis. James Luceno
Heir of Novron. Michael J. Sullivan
Count to a Trillion. John C. Wright

Western
Assault of the Mountain Man. William W. Johnstone

Large Type
155.937 Going Home. Jon Katz
973.7092 Killing Lincoln. Bill O'Reilly
973.7116 Midnight Rising. Tony Horwitz
973.932 That Used to be Us. T. Friedman
BIO GIFFORDS Gabby. Gabrielle Giffords
Burn. Nevada Barr
Feast Day of Fools. James Lee Burke
Red Mist. Patricia Cornwell
V is for Vengeance. Sue Grafton
11/22/63. Stephen King
Breakdown. Sara Paretsky
Sleepwalker. Karen Robards

Nonfiction
080 Pulphead. John Jeremiah Sullivan
100 The Handy Philosophy Answer Book. N. Zack
152.42 How Pleasure Works. Paul Bloom
153 You Are Not so Smart. David McRaney
153.42 The Thinking Life. P. M. Forni
155.2 Quiet. Susan Cain
155.92 The Sibling Effect. Jeffrey Kluger
158.152 Small Changes. Brett Blumenthal
232.9635 Final Words from the Cross. A. Hamilton
234 Why Grace Changes Everything. Chuck Smith
235.4 When Pigs Move In. Don Dickerman
242 Great Dog Stories. M.R. Wells
248.4 God without Religion. Andrew Farley
248.4 The Hole in Our Gospel. Richard Stearns
261.55 The Polkington Reader. John Polkington
282.092 The Pope Who Quit. Jon M. Sweeney
294.34 Planting Seeds. Thich Nhat Hanh
299.936 Inside Scientology. Janet Reitman
302.14 Volunteer Vacations. Bill McMillon
305.8924 A Convenient Hatred. Phyllis Goldstein
306 Let's Bring Back. Lesley M.M. Blume
320.973 The Gardens of Democracy. Eric Liu
324.2734 Rule and Ruin. Geoffrey Kabaservice
330.973 Greedy Bastards. Dylan Ratigan
330.973 Time to Get Tough. Donald J. Trump
344.7304 Final Rights. Joshua Slocum
363.3251 The Unexpected Patriot. S. Rossmillier
363.72 American Wasteland. Jonathan Bloom
364.1523 Don't Look Behind You. Ann Rule
364.973 The New Jim Crow. Michelle Alexander
378.1662 Cracking the ACT. Geoff Martz
395.2 Steven Petrow's Complete Gay & Lesbian Manners. Mark Bittman
523.18 A Universe from Nothing. Lawrence Krauss
576.839 The Life of Super-Earths. Dimitar Sasselov
579.17 The Wild Life of Our Bodies. Rob Dunn
613 The End of Illness. David Agus
613.0424 Your Body Beautiful. Jennifer Ashton
613.2 Coffee is Good for You. Robert J. Davis
613.25 Think and Grow Thin. Charles D'Angelo
613.250811 The Men's Health Diet. Stephen Perrine
613.262 Crazy Sexy Diet. Kris Carr
613.71 Sitting Kills, Moving Heals. Joan Vernikos
615.8515 Angel on a Leash. David Frei
615.892 The Acupuncture Handbook. Angela Hicks
616.12 Heart 411. Marc Gillinov
616.898 A Lethal Inheritance. Victoria Costello
617.092 Confessions of a Surgeon. Paul A. Ruggieri
618.175 The Wisdom of Menopause. C. Northrup
635 How to Grow More Vegetables. Jeff Gillman
635.0484 Decoding Garden Advice. John Jeavons
636.5 Free-Range Chicken Gardens. Jessi Bloom
636.7 Sophie. Emma Pearse
640.73 Money Secrets of the Amish. Lorilee Craker
641.3 The Food Matters Cookbook. Mark Bittman
641.5 An Everlasting Meal. Tamar Adler
641.5884 The Italian Slow Cooker. M. Scicolone
641.5944 The French Slow Cooker. M. Scicolone
641.59519 The Kimchi Chronicles. M. Vongerichten
COUNTRY Fearless. Taylor Swift
GOSPEL Glory. Michael W. Smith
MISC Alpocalypse. Weird Al Yankovic
MUSICALS Billy Elliot, the Musical. Elton John
OPERA Anna Bolena. Donizetti
OPERA Akhnaten. Philip Glass
POP/ROCK 21. Adele
POP/ROCK Duets. II. Tony Bennett
POP/ROCK Bohemian. Judy Collins
POP/ROCK I was Warned. Robert Cray
POP/ROCK My Heart. Doris Day
POP/ROCK Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me. G. Estefan
POP/ROCK Europe '72. Grateful Dead
POP/ROCK Greatest Hits. John Hiatt
POP/ROCK In Utero. Nirvana
POP/ROCK Monster. R.E.M.
POP/ROCK Seeking Major Tom. William Shatner
POP/ROCK My Girl. The Temptations
POP/ROCK Lioness. Amy Winehouse

DVD
305.2351 Sons of Perdition.
363.325 If a Tree Falls.
523.1 The Fabric of the Cosmos.
595.7 Microcosmos.
597.56 Nature. Salmon-- Running the Gauntlet.
598 Birds.
599.784 Bears.
599.8 Chimpanzees.
616.39 Forks Over Knives.
636.1 Horses.
636.7 Dogs.
745 The Craft in America Collection.
759.01 Cave of Forgotten Dreams.
781.62 Tibet in Song.
917.295 Island Hoppers.
940.53 The World at War.
940.5421 Battle of the Bulge.
940.5426 Iwo Jima.
958.1047 The Battle for Marjah.
978 Celebrate America.
BIO ANDRUS One Woman who Changed the World.
BIO MILK The Times of Harvey Milk.
Across the Universe.
Amish Grace.
The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz.
August Rush.
Beginners.
The Best Christmas Pageant Ever.
Boardwalk Empire.
Captain America.

Changeling.
Children of a Lesser God.
Colors.
Contagion.
The Count of Monte Cristo.
The Debt.
Doc Martin.
Fortysomething.
Green Zone.
The Guard.
Hair.
The Holiday.
The House of Mirth.
Justified.
Midnight in Paris.
Mildred Pierce.
Moneyball.
Neverwhere.
Nothing but the Truth.
Pie in the Sky.
Rise of the Planet of the Apes.
Shenandoah.
The Shift.
Sometimes a Great Notion.
Today's Special.
Whitechapel.
Wild Bill.